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Case Studies
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Aggregate
Preliminary Data
Survey administered in person to individuals at Covid
testing event for Meriden/Wallingford Shelter.
CHC and Non-CHC patients
Survey administered on IPad or by having it read by nurse
and answers marked by patient.
55 Respondents over 1-day event (not including focus
groups)
Appropriate questions were used for aggregate data
compared to Flu Clinic survey from fall 2019 at same sites.
2 focus groups conducted at 2 shelters with total of 28
people.

Data Results
Flu - vs - Covid
Question

Yes

No

If a flu shot were offered
today free of charge would
you want to get it?

94%

6%

If a Covid vaccine were
available today free of charge
would you want to get it?

16%

84%

On a scale of 1-5 with 5
being Extremely easy – how
easy was it for you to get a
COVID test?

76%
Extremely Easy/Easy

11%
I did not one a test

Focus Group Results
Covid Test
I need so many other things more than a Covid test.

I don’t want to get sent to the hospital to die.
They just put you on a respirator to die if you are positive – even against your will.
Save it for someone who needs it.
I had no symptoms. I don’t need the trouble.
You can’t make me do that – I don’t need it and they will track me wherever I go.
My family is against it.
I am afraid of how I will be treated here at shelter.
I have been told I will not be allowed in shelter and hotels are closing now.
I do not want to deal with 211.
I do not want to go to hospital and die. I do not want to leave my family to go die in a
hospital because the government makes me test.
I know I don’t have it.
I am afraid to go the hospital – even if I have it it can make me worse and I don’t trust the
people to know how to take care of me.
Who will take care of my family – better to be sick here then away from the family.

Innovative Solutions
to encourage testing
Fear

Knowledge

Confidence

On – Site testing
through community
events in safe
places

Nurse visits for
education
Phone/video/in
person

Simple messaging
of importance and
impact

In person results
when appropriate

Provider presence
for education and
consultation
Pre/post test

Lead by Example
Staff testing

Telehealth/Telephone
Data
Telehealth/Televideo Data Results
Have you had a video or
phone visit in the last 4
months?

Yes 79%

No 21%

How easy was it to schedule
your visit with CHC?

81% very easy
10% Easy

5% Difficult

How comfortable were you
having a visit over the phone
or video?

91%
Very
Comfortable/Comfortable

1%
Not comfortable at all

How easy was it for you to
use technology for your
visit?

76% Very Comfortable
11% comfortable

8% not as comfortable as I
would like

How likely are you to
schedule another
video/phone visit or refer a
friend for visits?

87% very Likely

1% Not likely at all

Barriers to Care
Unsheltered/Shelter
Patients
Not comfortable with going to the doctor in person
Don’t know how to contact the right person for appointments
Don’t like going to doctor – even when its not Covid
What are they going to do if it is on the phone – not worth my
time.
What if they record the visit and I don’t know it.
Don’t have phone
Don’t want to use my phone for this
Waste of minutes
No place to do visit where there aren’t people listening
Way too much other stuff to do right now.
I didn’t have a need so why call.

Barriers to Care
Non – Shelter Patients
I don’t live in shelter and don’t want my family to hear my
business
I don’t know how to connect
I can’t get appointments
Technology is not my thing, neither is social media.
I don’t want a telephone visit – its weird.
I don’t have a ride to get there to in person visit.
I have trouble getting into visits.
Tried it and hate it.
This is bonkers – I don’t like phone visits – I want to see people.
I don’t understand how phone visits are good – it went fine but
when will be seeing face to face again.
I don’t have a problem with technology I have a problem with
this whole situation.

Innovations and
Updates to Care
ꙮ Hybrid model to transition back to partial in person care
ꙮ Setting up telehubs at shelters for patients to access video/phone care
ꙮ Technology Education by care coordinators
ꙮ Phones/Minutes for clients along with education
ꙮ Increased nursing visits
ꙮ NP Residents in person – mentor provider on video – model adjustment
ꙮ Close monitoring of HCH patient charts
ꙮ Central Phone contact for all appointments

Physical Mental Health
Needs Increase
Patients surveyed self report an increase in
difficulties around physical and mental health
needs by 24-34% post COVID/post shelter in
place order.
“ I am really struggling. I can get appointments and its good but its not what I need – no offense- but
everything feels different now and I wake up and I don’t ever feel good. My neighbors and I talk about how to
cope with this stuff but there is no hope. I feel sad even when I go for walks and see my doctor. I see a
therapist on the phone and its like is this even you because I don’t see you. I start medication and I now have
to figure how to get it. I get food at places, but you can’t go in and I don’t want to stand in line for hours like
my neighbor did. I got asked not to go somewhere because my child did not have a mask. This is the worst
thing I experienced in my life.”
Interviewer: You mentioned that your physical health has declined – how so?
“I don’t feel good. I have pain I never had but no one is going to be able to help me now. I feel my mental
health is affecting me in a physical way because I can’t manage some days. I did not send my kids to camp
two days because I just want to sleep and make the pain in my body go away. I never had that before.”
NLW (42) New Britain

Contact Information
Kasey Harding
HardinK@chc1.com
QUESTIONS AND CHAT
Please type your questions and
comments in the chat box.
OR
Raise your hand and we will unmute you
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Innovation Leads to Change:
“Bringing Healthcare Home”
Ø Based on the findings from the RUSH
study, Partnership Community Health
Center (PCHC) began coordinating
services with COTS, a transitional
shelter, to address barriers to care as
a primary root cause of poverty.
Ø On May 5, 2016, PCHC opened a fullservice clinic at the COTS men’s
campus in Appleton, WI.
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COVID Community
Outreach

Outreach Strategy: Health
assessment table at local
Salvation Army
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Message #1: “PCHC is here for you while COTS Clinic is
closed. Need meds or have other health concerns?
Reply YES to receive a call to schedule a phone or video
appointment.”
Results: 5/196 (3%) deliverable texts responded YES

Message #2: “Hi from Amber at COTS Clinic. We are
renovating and will reopen once set up for social
distancing. Text YES if you have health concerns or need
an appointment.
Results: 17/196 (9%) deliverable texts responded YES

Outreach Strategy: Texting
patients via CareMessage
platform
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Maximizing Access to Virtual
Care for Shelter Patients
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Contact Information
Amber Price
Amber.Price@thedacare.org
Patricia (Trish) Sarvela
Patricia.Sarvela@thedacare.org
QUESTIONS AND CHAT

Please type your questions and
comments in the chat box.
OR
Raise your hand and we will unmute you

Health Care for the Homeless

Contact Information
Yasmeen Quadri
yquadri@bcm.edu

QUESTIONS AND CHAT
Please type your questions and
comments in the chat box.
OR
Raise your hand and we will unmute you

Questions and Chat
Please type your questions and
comments in the chat box.
OR
Raise your hand and we will unmute you so you may
ask your question to the presenter.

UPCOMING LEARNING COLLABORATIVES
*Screening Methods and Using Outreach and Enabling Services to
Address Social Determinants of Health
*Body Mass Index Screening and Optimizing Telehealth for Diabetes
Prevention
*Transforming Clinical Care: Implementing the Adapted Clinical
Guidelines for People Experiencing Homelessness with Type 2 Diabetes
*Consumer Leadership Learning Collaborative
*Medical Respite New Start Initiative
**Support Inclusive Recovery: Addressing the Intersection of Gender,
Behavioral Health Services, and Homelessness
For more information:
https://nhchc.org/research/learning-collaboratives/council-launches-newlearning-collaboratives/

THANK YOU!
For more information about the
Council:
https://nhchc.org/research/learni
ng-collaboratives/councillaunches-new-learningcollaboratives/

